MISSION
To enhance the lives of all residents of Greater Cleveland, now and for generations to come, by building community endowment, addressing needs through grantmaking, and providing leadership on key community issues.

HISTORY
Established in 1914, the Cleveland Foundation is the world’s first community foundation, the vision of Cleveland banker and lawyer Frederick H. Goff. He wanted to pool the charitable resources of Cleveland’s philanthropists into a single, great, and permanent endowment for the betterment of current and future residents. His revolutionary idea has grown into an organization that has benefited millions of lives for 97 years and forever reshaped the way community members come together to care for one another. Today, the Cleveland Foundation is the second-largest community foundation in America in terms of assets.

WHAT IS A COMMUNITY FOUNDATION?
A community foundation is a charitable organization created by and for a community of people. Local donors support it. A board of private citizens governs it, working for the community’s greater good. Funds come from a variety of sources, including bequests and living trusts, and are invested in perpetuity. The earnings on investments are then distributed to worthy organizations or causes. Today, more than 1,000 community foundations exist around the world.

STEWARDSHIP
We are the stewards of donor dollars, protecting and growing assets and ensuring that the wishes of our donors are met. Our board and our investment advisors guide a diversified investment strategy.

GRANTMAKING
We are Greater Cleveland’s and Ohio’s largest grantmaking organization. The foundation awards most grants to registered nonprofit organizations that support projects and programs that benefit Greater Cleveland’s citizens, meet community needs, and test new ideas. We annually award about 3,000 grants, ranging from a few hundred dollars to several million dollars. Some two-thirds of our discretionary dollars are directed to areas identified as the community’s greatest needs: economic transformation, public education reform, youth development, neighborhood revitalization, and arts advancement.

PHILANTHROPY
The foundation exists because of the extraordinary generosity and vision of our donors. We offer many creative and rewarding ways to give back to the community, some with significant tax advantages. The foundation consists of more than 1,300 funds established by individuals, families, organizations, and corporations. We are the center for charitable investment in the Greater Cleveland community.

LEADERSHIP AND PARTNERSHIP
The foundation leverages its resources and magnifies its impact on important causes in the community by working in partnership with many organizations. We focus our attention and efforts on vital issues and often serve as collaborator and convener as well as grantmaker.

The Cleveland Foundation: At a Glance

Endowment
Total Assets (dollars in billions)

Grantmaking
Total Grants (dollars in millions)

New Gifts Received
Total Gifts (dollars in millions)

Our diversified investments and the recovering financial markets helped foundation assets grow.
The market plunge of 2008 weighed on grantmaking, which is tied to the size of the foundation’s endowment.
Greater Clevelanders continued to show their characteristic generosity.
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We live in an age when innovation is ubiquitous, and yet more desperately needed than ever to revitalize our region and nation.

Innovation extends and enriches our lives, puts prosperity within reach of more people, and gives us more information and ways to communicate it than ever before imagined. Still, many societal ills remain, and some are worsening.

So we need real innovation – technological, economic, and social. We must develop new ways of educating, creating jobs and wealth, and solving problems we have only begun to comprehend. And we must work together toward it.
Dear Friends

Cleveland has long had an image as a manufacturing colossus, a city of strong backs and even stronger machines. Yet in Cleveland’s golden age of the late 1880s through the first half of the 20th century, our city’s mightiest assets were its strong minds – its innovators. Cleveland blossomed as an industrial powerhouse only after it bloomed as an ingenuity blockbuster. Invention, entrepreneurship, and vision converged to create a marvelous metropolis – that era’s equal to today’s Silicon Valley. Now, innovation is on a comeback here.

Brilliant minds and bright ideas are lighting up our world-class hospitals, our premier universities, and our up-and-coming companies. Greater Cleveland is again emerging as a leader in fast-growing industries for a rising century – biomedicine, advanced energy, flexible electronics, and polymers, to name a few. The Cleveland Foundation is proud to help catalyze this innovation. Through leadership, collaboration, and grantmaking, we are pioneering new ways for philanthropy to spark inclusive economic growth.
We are pleased to report that the permanent endowment that generations of benefactors have entrusted to the Cleveland Foundation is healthy.

REBOUNDING FROM RECESSION
The generosity of donors from all walks of life enables this foundation to play a prominent role in helping the region. We are pleased to report that the permanent endowment that generations of benefactors have entrusted to the Cleveland Foundation is healthy.

The foundation’s endowment continued to recover from the historic market downturn that began in late 2007 and drove our total assets from $2.2 billion down to $1.6 billion. Careful management by the foundation’s Investment Committee, professional advisors, staff, and our trust banks produced a 22 percent investment return in 2009. That performance, and $36 million in new gifts, boosted our portfolio by about $200 million to reach $1.8 billion by year-end 2009. Our investment growth through the first nine months of 2010 added another $45 million.

KEEPING OUR WORD
As a result, we were able to provide about $164 million in grants to the community in 2009 and 2010 amid still-challenging times. We pledged to help our local nonprofit organizations hit hard by the economic downturn. We made good on that promise. In 2009, our grant total fell by less than 6 percent in a year when the average U.S. community foundation cut grantmaking by almost 10 percent – the biggest average drop in at least 16 years. Then, in 2010, our grantmaking rose significantly, from $79 million to about $85 million, largely due to the generosity of our donors through their donor-advised funds.

Our founder, Frederick Harris Goff, envisioned this kind of stewardship when he created the country’s first community foundation – the Cleveland Foundation – 97 years ago. At that time, the city teemed with inventors pioneering new technologies in electricity, chemicals, metals, paints, and machining. Goff invented something equally profound: a perpetual grant-making machine flexible enough to address the needs and seize the opportunities of any era.

Today, the Cleveland Foundation retains its innovative spirit and its place at philanthropy’s cutting edge.

THINKING GREEN
A prime example of philanthropic innovation is our leading role in creating a series of what we call Evergreen Cooperative companies. These companies are the product of collaboration among the foundation, City Hall, and several key foundation partners – Case Western Reserve University, the Cleveland Clinic, and University Hospitals.

These “anchor institutions” in University Circle helped us to create the new cooperative companies, which are helping low-income citizens obtain employment – and indeed become owners in their companies. The anchors are redirecting a portion of their combined $3 billion in annual procurement spending to buy local goods and services from these new enterprises.
To create jobs in Cleveland, the foundation is even looking abroad. Our experts are cooperating with Team NEO and other partners to lure foreign businesses here and open foreign markets to Cleveland’s exporters.

From its inception in 2006 through December 2010, Team NEO can claim credit for 41 new company expansions or relocations, 3,500 new jobs, and $135 million in annual payroll in Greater Cleveland. The foundation provided Team NEO more than $1.5 million in 2009 and 2010. Our contributions allowed Team NEO to hire an international-business-development specialist and target firms whose products and services complement emerging industries here, including advanced energy and medical devices.

R&D LEADS TO BUSINESS STARTUPS
We’re promoting research and development in those fields and in biotechnology, as our city’s bioscience institutions and companies continue to evolve into a global industry cluster. Cutting-edge R&D helps to save lives and treat illness, and it can also help save Cleveland by creating spinoff businesses. So we’re propagating it through grantmaking.

We provided $1.5 million in 2009 to Case Western Reserve University’s Center for Proteomics and Bioinformatics, where scientists manipulate proteins to treat and cure disease—and, we hope, eventually create startup companies. Our $5 million grant in 2005 launched that center and put Cleveland at the forefront of a booming field that garnered $375 million in federal research grants in 2009.

We’ve also supported the Cleveland Health Tech Corridor, a burgeoning biotech belt stretching from Case’s campus to Cleveland State University’s. The area already includes more than 75 biomedical companies, seven business incubators, and 45 other young tech firms. Among the corridor’s crown jewels is the $250 million Global Cardiovascular Innovation Center, a Cleveland Clinic-led collaboration to speed the commercialization of cardiovascular products.

GRANTMAKING AT THE GRASS ROOTS
The Cleveland Foundation is also bringing innovation to Cleveland’s neighborhoods.

Our affiliate program, Neighborhood Connections, is turning good ideas of neighborhood citizens into realities, with small grants, mentoring, peer networking, and leadership training.

Another grantee, Neighborhood Progress Inc., is using a $4.5 million grant to fight foreclosures, support redevelopment, and re-imagine the sustainability of urban neighborhoods.

INSPIRATION WITH ECONOMIC BENEFITS
We also established NewBridge, an after-school education center for teens and a job-training center for adults. NewBridge is a replication of Pittsburgh’s highly successful Manchester Bidwell training center, which has proved over several decades that a bright and stimulating environment staffed by caring educators can inspire students to become world-class citizens. Our $3 million grant helped NewBridge open an airy, inviting, and high-tech building in Midtown in 2010.

Innovation isn’t just a matter of coming up with new ideas. Innovation takes execution.

NewBridge offers programs for teens at risk of quitting school, and provides medical-career training for adults. Dedicated mentors use ceramics, digital arts, and other media to engage teens and inspire their innate love for learning. The curriculum for adults is designed with Cleveland’s leading medical institutions. Those hospitals are eager to hire NewBridge graduates into secure jobs as phlebotomists and pharmacy technicians, with pay and benefits averaging $32,000 per year.

We’re inspiring innovation in the arts too, especially on the business side. Cleveland’s arts and cultural organizations have long been civic jewels, but even our proudest must innovate to survive and thrive. So our Sustaining Excellence program is spurring and supporting them, with $1.4 million in 2010, as they experiment with new ways of operating.

We’re also bringing new art to our region through Creative Fusion, our international artist-in-residence program. Creative Fusion brings prominent foreign visual artists, performers, poets, and playwrights to Greater Cleveland to build relationships with our universities, young audiences, and local artists. Through it, we hope to diversify our historically Euro-centric arts scene and establish Cleveland as a globally welcoming arts center.
Those neighborhoods can only be as strong as their people. So the foundation granted more than $3.2 million in 2009 and 2010 to the foundation-led MyCom collaborative. MyCom – My Commitment, My Community – is a joint venture with Cuyahoga County, the city of Cleveland, and other funders to provide underserved city youths with the kinds of life-enriching, responsibility-building experiences that middle-class children take for granted: summer jobs, out-of-school enrichment activities, and caring adult mentors.

In education, we’re investing millions of dollars and rallying support for what may be Cleveland’s last, best chance to save its public-school system. We elaborate elsewhere in this report on our bedrock belief that education reform in Cleveland is inextricably intertwined with our region’s capacity to innovate and thrive. Northeast Ohio will lose more generations of leaders and builders if Cleveland’s schools continue to fail our children. So we are resolved to bring innovation and change to the Cleveland Metropolitan School District.

Today, the Cleveland Foundation retains its innovative spirit and its place at philanthropy’s cutting edge.

In education, we’re investing millions of dollars and rallying support for what may be Cleveland’s last, best chance to save its public-school system. We elaborate elsewhere in this report on our bedrock belief that education reform in Cleveland is inextricably intertwined with our region’s capacity to innovate and thrive. Northeast Ohio will lose more generations of leaders and builders if Cleveland’s schools continue to fail our children. So we are resolved to bring innovation and change to the Cleveland Metropolitan School District.

THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE PEOPLE’S FOUNDATION

Of course, innovation isn’t just a matter of coming up with new ideas. Innovation takes execution. Our staff excels at both. We’re proud of every one of our dedicated and talented employees. And we’re especially proud that the Council on Foundations named Executive Vice President Robert E. Eckardt as its 2010 Distinguished Grantmaker – the national philanthropy field’s highest individual honor.

Sadly, we lost one of our history’s bright lights in 2010: James A. “Dolph” Norton, who led the foundation from 1967 to 1973. Dolph upheld the highest ideals of public service and helped to create the modern community foundation. We are honored by his legacy.

Finally, we wish to thank this community. Your generosity, forward thinking, and confidence in your community foundation continue to inspire and challenge us.

As we go forward through 2011 and beyond, we will strive to earn that community trust every day.

Ronald B. Richard  David Goldberg
President & CEO  Chairman of the Board
JANUARY 2011
For many generations, educational opportunities have been the pathway to the American dream. And the reality in today’s economy is that without a high-school diploma and post-secondary education, career options are limited, and often bleak. Untapped human potential abounds as a result of our current system; the future of our country depends on education. However, not only does our education system need to become higher quality and more productive, it also needs to change in structure. Let me state from the outset my strongly held view that fixing America’s failing public school systems is the single most important mission of our nation – and of our city. And, for the Cleveland Foundation, it is our No. 1 priority. Four years ago, we set out on a quest with the leaders of Cleveland schools and many other partners to transform our schools. Together we have created a portfolio of 11 new high-performing schools, which have more autonomy and flexibility than regular public schools, thanks to an agreement with the Cleveland Teachers Union.
We call them “opportunity schools,” and our goal was to show what our kids could do in an environment of high expectations, excellent pedagogy, and rigor. Not surprisingly, these innovative schools far outperform their district peers and rank alongside suburban counterparts.

Exhibit A is the Cleveland School of Science and Medicine, which holds Ohio’s top school rating. Every member of the Class of 2010 graduated and earned acceptance to a four-year college. Alumni now attend universities such as Princeton, Bowdoin, Case Western Reserve, Cleveland State, Xavier, Ohio State, and Miami of Ohio.

Yet model schools are just starting points. Innovation’s power must come to every Cleveland school, educator, parent, and student. However, true reform and genuine transformation can be messy. It will be neither quick nor easy – especially now, when resources are scarce.

We spent many months and many dollars finding bright spots of success in schools nationwide. Those findings became the basis of the Cleveland Metropolitan School District’s historic Academic Transformation Plan.

Among the five-year goals: Boost the graduation rate from 54 percent to 90 percent; produce college- and job-ready graduates; attain passing grades on the state report card for every school, with at least half earning the equivalent of a B or an A.

One point of insistence: Devoted principals must have authority to select their teachers. Conclusive evidence demonstrates that students can surmount great obstacles when encouraged by great teachers who believe in and challenge them. Teacher assignments and rewards must hinge on training, ability, and achievement – not seniority. Yet seniority prevails under Ohio’s current laws. Principals also need flexibility to adopt creative curricula, longer school days, and longer school years.

Educational innovator Geoffrey Canada, founder of the renowned Harlem Children’s Zone, compares the state of urban public education to Hurricane Katrina: “We’ve got a bunch of people standing on roofs, convinced that help is on the way,” he laments, “and no one is coming.”

It’s time for help to come. We’ve been waiting for decades to improve our public schools, and it’s well past time to link arms with our partners until we reach those who are stranded.

Without major public-school reform, Cleveland cannot remain globally competitive, our city will be left behind, and our children will face a bleak future – a tragic prospect wholly unnecessary. We must seize this chance to create a stronger, more globally competitive Cleveland, and a more just society for our community and the nation.

The time is now. We can’t wait.
Economic Development

The images of the disastrous Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico will remain with us for a lifetime: oil-soaked pelicans, gooey shores, and a seemingly unstoppable flow of petroleum spewing from the ocean floor. The conclusion those images underscore is inescapable: The time has come for our world to innovate its way out of our unsustainable dependence on fossil fuels. At the Cleveland Foundation, we believe Northeast Ohio is ready to help pave the way. With our leadership, partnership-building, and grantmaking as catalysts, this region is moving ahead as a pioneer in the research, development, and manufacture of new advanced-energy technologies. Greater Cleveland’s growing concentration of expertise and resources could allow us to make major contributions toward abating the energy and climate crises, while boosting our own economy.
When entrepreneur Ray Leach founded JumpStart about seven years ago to help startup businesses succeed, Northeast Ohio’s entrepreneurial landscape “was basically scorched earth,” he recalls.

Nascent businesses with high growth potential were scarce. The flow of patents had slowed to a trickle. Venture capitalists barely bothered looking for prospects in Cleveland. Economic development was too focused on slim chances of attracting new companies.

“There was nothing going on to foster broad-based understanding of the importance of innovation to economic growth,” remembers Leach, whose nonprofit coaches entrepreneurs and helps them find financing.

Since then, Leach says, the Cleveland Foundation’s leadership and financial capital have helped a growing number of complementary economic-development organizations spring to life across the region. These new entities — JumpStart, BioEnterprise, NorTech, and more — have a new game plan: grow companies and jobs indigenously.

They collaborate daily with each other and with 23 colleges and universities across the region to “cultivate this scorched earth into a garden of innovation, if not a forest,” Leach says.

“The collaborations the foundation has built over the last six or seven years in re-creating the innovation ecosystem have been nothing short of incredible,” he marvels. “The Cleveland Foundation is becoming known around the country for its leadership around transformative ideas that can grow an economy. In foundation and economic-development circles, Cleveland and Northeast Ohio are recognized nationally as a community that gets it.”
WIND MAKES CLEVELAND COOL
The winds of change are blowing across Northeast Ohio.

With luck and hard work, by 2012, those winds will be spinning five wind-power turbines rising out of Lake Erie off of Cleveland – set to be the world’s first freshwater wind farm. Those skyscraper-tall turbines could power thousands of homes. More importantly, they could help power Cleveland’s economy and generate jobs. They’re already generating hope.

The Cleveland Foundation has made a priority of building a 21st-century advanced-energy industry here. Now, we and many corporate and government-sector partners appear to be moving the needle.

In 2010, our $700,000 grant to the regional economic-development nonprofit NorTech helped it launch the Lake Erie Energy Development Corp., or LEEDCo. In turn, LEEDCo executed a deal with GE, Bechtel, and other partners to develop this new freshwater wind farm.

The project will be a proving ground for new wind-power technologies, particularly in the offshore niche. Northeast Ohio is well suited to develop, manufacture, and service those machines, thanks to abundant expertise in engineering, composites, and hydraulic technologies. We envision the region becoming a global leader in a booming industry that already accounts for $46 billion in revenues and 400,000 jobs worldwide.

Wind power is just one innovative opportunity that the Cleveland Foundation is helping to cultivate on the region’s horizon.

INCUBATING INVESTMENTS AND JOBS
With the foundation’s support, NorTech is also helping to build other robust tech industries here, including flexible electronics – the bendable, energy-efficient computer screens of the future being developed here today.

Bioscience has emerged as another cluster of expertise that we’re proud to nurture. BioEnterprise, the business-growing partnership in University Circle, is drawing acclaim as a new way to commercialize biomedical research and launch young companies. Our grants, including $800,000 in 2010, help BioEnterprise connect health-care startups to investors, expertise, and research. The nonprofit has helped create or recruit 100 companies to Northeast Ohio, and has attracted more than $1 billion in investment capital.

JumpStart is another national model. Today, about two of every three new jobs are at firms younger than five years old. JumpStart is a nonprofit that helps entrepreneurs create jobs by providing their startup firms with money, mentors, and financing connections. One example of JumpStart’s leveraging power is its $550,000 investment into an infection-fighting company called Great Lakes Pharmaceuticals. This investment paved the way for almost $4 million in private capital.

We have $2 million in JumpStart’s venture-capital fund, and we granted $750,000 in June 2010 for its operations. Others share our faith: An independent study in 2009 valued JumpStart’s annual economic impact at $90 million.

The foundation also is committed to building minority-owned businesses. We awarded $250,000 to the Greater Cleveland Partnership’s Commission on Economic Inclusion for the Minority Business Accelerator 2.5+ initiative to grow the region’s largest minority business enterprises. Another grant of $150,000 will help the commission provide growth capital to minority-owned companies.

Learn more at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Economy
The hunger for knowledge is a paradox: The more we satisfy it, the greater the hunger grows. The more we neglect it, the more the hunger fades away. At the Cleveland Foundation, nothing outweighs our commitment to nurture that hunger in children by supporting education reform. Nowhere is the need for innovation greater. We have invested millions into creating innovative “opportunity schools” in the Cleveland Metropolitan School District to test and showcase the best academic practices. We’re spending millions more to support the Academic Transformation Plan. We’re committed to strengthening charter-school options. And we’ll fight for state and local policy changes that ensure students’ interests are paramount in every education decision. The more we succeed, the more parents and students will demand excellence. We will be there to help meet that demand and feed those hungry for learning. We hope you will be there with us.
By the time Wilhemina Koomson started kindergarten in Cleveland, her family had moved from her native Ghana to Jamaica, then to Trinidad and Tobago, then to West Park. Readjusting to new surroundings didn’t hold Wilhemina back, however. Four years of hard work and determination at the Cleveland School of Science and Medicine, where she graduated at age 16 as valedictorian, put her on the path to fulfilling her dream of practicing medicine. She’s now a freshman at Princeton University.

The Cleveland Foundation was instrumental in founding the School of Science and Medicine in 2006. Today, it ranks among Ohio’s best high schools. Every one of Wilhemina’s classmates in its inaugural class won acceptance to a four-year university.

From her first day, she noticed that the new school’s staff demanded that students aim high — for college and professional careers. “I really want to express my thanks to everybody who invested in the School of Science and Medicine — the donors and all the people who put their time and money into making it what it is today,” she says. “Back in the very beginning, when no one else saw the possibilities, they believed, and they worked to make it happen.”

Someday, Wilhemina vows, she’ll return to Cleveland as Dr. Koomson and help fellow immigrants and refugees. “So many people helped me get to where I am today,” she says, “and I plan to come back and give something back.”
INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS

History shows it’s hard to build excellent school districts in large, poor cities. But there’s an alternative: Build excellent schools a few at a time to incrementally overhaul a failing district.

We and our education-reform partners have been founding and funding opportunity schools for the last five years. The results so far are impressive. The 11 demonstration schools the Cleveland Foundation has supported so far are significantly outperforming peer schools by every measure: parent and teacher satisfaction, test scores, attendance, student and teacher retention, and more.

Those results show the power of innovation and highlight why we renewed our commitment to innovative schools in 2009 and 2010, as demonstrated by:

• Committing more than $4 million to support the district’s student-centered Academic Transformation Plan. That plan is closing failing schools, overhauling others, restructuring the central office, instituting teacher performance reviews, and holding every employee accountable for reaching goals.

• Supporting Cleveland’s four high-performing, district-sanctioned charter schools. Our $150,000 grant helped launch the fourth, called Village Preparatory School, in August 2009. A $350,000 grant helped consolidate back-office support functions of all four schools, so cost savings can be used to improve education.

• Granting $115,000 to WIRE-Net – the Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network – to plan, design, and create a next-generation career and technical learning center for high-school and adult students.

STEM BRANCHES OUT

Five years ago, Ohio’s business leaders and the Cleveland Foundation looked at the state’s poor performance in science, technology, engineering, and math education and saw an opportunity.

The STEM educational disciplines are widely accepted as a key to success in our knowledge-based, technology-driven world. STEM and innovation go hand in hand. Yet Ohio ranks 32nd in the nation in the rate of STEM bachelor’s degrees awarded.

So, together with leaders in Ohio business and government, we committed to double the number of STEM degrees from Ohio’s colleges and universities by 2015. We provided $400,000 to the non-profit Ohio Business Alliance for Higher Education and the Economy. Its advocacy and policy work helped make STEM a state priority and resulted in $200 million in state funding to establish STEM-themed schools and programs of excellence. Two of those schools are regional academies in Cleveland: MC\textsuperscript{2}STEM and Design Lab Early College High School.

We’ve also invested $700,000 to date, including $200,000 in 2009, into a partnership with the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship and John Carroll University. This partnership is designed to create new training methods for STEM teachers and groom a new generation of them for Ohio’s school children.

Learn more at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Education
“Welcome to the neighborhood.” Can any phrase be more inviting? The neighborhood is home. We are social creatures, and we thrive when we connect, build friendships, and share a sense of community. But in hyper-mobile, consumption-oriented America, so many forces have coalesced against traditional city neighborhoods. For generations now, government policies in housing, transportation, economic development, and education have tilted away from urban neighborhoods, leaving them underdeveloped and underinvested. The foreclosure crisis further magnified the city’s disadvantage. At the Cleveland Foundation, we believe in neighborhoods. The success of our urban fabric is of paramount importance for the sustainability of our region. We want to help our city neighborhoods and their citizens to discover and harness their assets and character. That way, our urban fabric becomes stronger – strong enough to wrap us together into one whole community.
Even a little money can be a big help to residents of Cleveland looking to improve their neighborhoods and brighten lives. Neighborhood Connections, our small-grant program for the city, exists to provide that help. "Neighborhood Connections is grant-making at the grass roots," says Tom O’Brien, its energetic program director. Any group of Cleveland residents — not just registered nonprofits — can compete for a grant of up to $5,000 for its plans. Just a few of the funded projects: a new-neighbor welcoming brigade in Mill Creek, various arts and cultural fairs, community gardens, a senior-center activities club, a home-beautification program, music lessons for low-income children in Cuddell, farmers’ markets in Kamms Corners, Detroit-Shoreway, and Tremont, bike-safety rodeos for kids, and many more.

The program has become a national model. Its 24-member grantmaking committee of Cleveland residents has extended $4 million in grants to 1,200 projects over eight years. Each recipient is obliged to match the grant through fundraising, donated materials, or volunteer labor. That leverage has pushed Neighborhood Connections’ economic impact beyond $8 million, before factoring in any economic multiplier effect. But Neighborhood Connections’ impact goes beyond the economic. It helps to grow leaders in city neighborhoods. It expands their networks to encompass other local leaders, key decision-makers at City Hall, and corporate heads.

“It’s not just about giving people grants,” says O’Brien. “It’s about giving them power.”
EVERGREEN: COOPERATIVES AND COLLABORATION

Each year, Case Western Reserve University, the Cleveland Clinic, and University Hospitals purchase more than $3 billion combined in goods and services.

What if these Cleveland “anchor institutions” used more of their buying power locally and sent more procurement dollars flowing into the community? How would our neighborhoods and our neighbors benefit?

That “buy local” philosophy is the premise undergirding the Evergreen Cooperatives – innovative worker-owned companies that are spurring an economic breakthrough in Cleveland.

The Evergreen model goes far beyond urging local institutions to patronize local vendors. The foundation is collaborating with Cleveland’s big anchor institutions to understand their procurement needs. Then, together, we’re launching businesses tailored specifically to meet those needs – in ways that infuse hope and wealth into inner-city neighborhoods, where the need is greatest.

Evergreen’s worker-owned cooperatives don’t just cut paychecks – they create livelihoods and life-changing opportunities for employee-owners recruited from the distressed neighborhoods of Greater University Circle. These worker-owners earn a living wage and no-cost health insurance. But most importantly, they earn the power of an ownership stake in the business – personal equity that can grow to $65,000 within eight years. This kind of wealth-building empowerment is all too rare in the target communities of Fairfax, Glenville, Hough, Little Italy, Buckeye-Shaker, and East Cleveland.

Evergreen businesses are green, too. They offer the most environmentally friendly techniques and technologies as a competitive advantage that helps large institutions meet their own sustainability and environmental-stewardship goals. That harmonious relationship is a win-win in the truest form.

One company, Ohio Cooperative Solar, installs solar panels and weatherization to help customers reduce their energy bills and carbon footprint and meet clean-energy mandates. Another, Evergreen Cooperative Laundry, boasts the state’s most environmentally friendly technology for laundering institutional linens. A third business, Green City Growers Cooperative, will supply millions of pounds of healthy lettuce and herbs from an inner-city greenhouse the size of five football fields.

Although young, the Evergreen Cooperatives are earning a lot of support and attention. The federal government and the city of Cleveland have created innovative financing mechanisms. Big national foundations are lining up to finance expansions here and replications elsewhere. Youngstown, Atlanta, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo are studying ways to import Evergreen’s approach.

Evergreen is truly an enterprising experiment, winning praise from news-media outlets across the country and even abroad. They call it “the Cleveland model.”

REDEVELOPMENT FOR RESIDENTS

Other examples of our commitment to strengthening Cleveland’s neighborhoods include:

• A $1 million loan in June 2010 for a $21.3 million redevelopment of historic Saint Luke’s Hospital into ultra-energy-efficient elder housing.

• Grants of $4.5 million per year in 2009 and 2010 to Neighborhood Progress Inc. to revitalize neighborhoods in partnership with six community-development corporations: Buckeye Area, Detroit-Shoreway, Fairfax Renaissance, Famicos Foundation, Slavic Village, and Tremont West.

Learn more at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Housing
There is no doubt that childhood and adolescence can be tricky phases of life to navigate. Young people often feel frustrated and isolated, sensing that their voices are unheard. These issues become magnified among our youth living in the inner city and inner-ring suburbs. Consider these signs that growing up today is hard to do:

• One in 10 children ages 6 to 12 regularly spends time without adult supervision. • The teen-pregnancy rate in the United States is the highest in the industrialized world. • Three in 10 U.S. teens drop out of school, and in urban areas nearly half of them quit. To avoid those pitfalls, kids need adults to care, help, teach, and listen. You, through the Cleveland Foundation, are providing that help.
Yesterday’s loving gift helps kids today, forever

Nancy Lyon Porter loved children so much that after showersing her own five kids with affection, she had much more to give to other youngsters.

For decades, Mrs. Porter committed herself to nonprofits that touched thousands of young lives, and she wanted her impact to endure.

It does — today and forever — through the Nancy L. and Frank H. Porter Fund at the Cleveland Foundation.

Mrs. Porter died in 1996, followed by her husband six years later. Yet they live on through a bequest that will perpetually generate millions of dollars annually to support nonprofit programs, especially those dedicated to children and families.

Says daughter Elizabeth Porter Daane, “It is really important to our family that even beyond our time on earth, the seeds that have been planted through this gift will help Cleveland and Clevelanders flourish.”

A recent beneficiary is MyCom, the foundation-initiated youth-enrichment partnership in urban neighborhoods. Also benefiting is the Center for Families and Children, an agency that Mrs. Porter long supported, as well as the Boy Scouts and the YMCA.

The flexibility to reallocate grants as Cleveland’s needs change is one beauty of giving to the foundation, says the Rev. Frederick Porter, son.

“When we use eyes of faith, we can see only to the horizon of our own lives; we can’t really imagine our work continuing on after,” he says. “It’s marvelous that these gifts will keep helping this community eternally.”
We believe every child has potential for greatness. Through the work of the Cleveland Foundation-initiated MyCom program, we mitigate inner-city adolescents’ exposure to risk so that we can harness their potential and help develop the leaders of tomorrow.

MyCom – My Commitment, My Community – may be the most ambitious, innovative effort ever in Cuyahoga County to embrace disadvantaged youths, connect them to caring adults, and enrich their lives with out-of-school activities and jobs. It’s a $6-million-per-year partnership among hundreds of organizations to create a safety net for kids. The foundation’s $2.5 million in grants to support MyCom in 2009 leveraged $4.1 million from other funders, including our main partner, Cuyahoga County.

MyCom is more than a program. It is a youngster’s connection to all the programs out there. Some 250 community organizations, government agencies, faith-based groups, and youths came together to plan and launch it in 2008. MyCom’s evolving online and phone-accessible directory connects parents and kids to more than 1,900 activities and options at nonprofits, libraries, government agencies, and schools. Those partners offered more than 150 programs, mostly in the summertime. They include tutoring, career exploration, sports and recreation, and much more. The jobs program found summer work for 3,600 teens. But with more than 11,000 teen applicants, more summer jobs are needed.

Research demonstrates that after-school programs, out-of-school activities, and summertime jobs make a difference. These healthy activities correlate with decreases in drug and alcohol abuse, smoking, delinquency, and other risky behavior. They’re associated with safer neighborhoods, lower school-dropper rates, and better academic performance.

MyCom is designed to empower its participants. Youth advisors have been involved from the start, suggesting child- and teen-friendly activities and evaluating existing offerings. Kids even came up with the MyCom name.

We and our partners have concentrated MyCom’s offerings in eight pilot neighborhoods: Bellaire-Puritas, Central, Cudell-West Park, Mt. Pleasant, St. Clair-Superior, Slavic Village, northern Parma, and southern Shaker Heights. We hope to expand into more neighborhoods.

Project Access, we like to say, is like an MBA program for small nonprofits, giving them intensive training to run better businesses.

Faith- and community-based organizations have long offered hope and help for our most vulnerable people. Devotion and neighborhood roots give these organizations street credibility that bigger nonprofits often lack. Yet the grassroots operations are typically labors of love, understaffed and underequipped.

Project Access, administered by the foundation, is a consortium of universities and nonprofit organizations committed to helping these groups become more professional, effective, and innovative, so that they may serve more people. Experts evaluate and train organization leaders, help them build peer networks, and maintain coaching and advisory relationships. Groups that successfully complete the program can qualify for small grants for equipment, software, or other needs.

In five years, Project Access has served more than 150 organizations; they, in turn, serve 278,000 people.

Learn more at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/HumanServices
Arts and Culture

Cleveland’s artistic and cultural traditions have long been beacons that light residents’ lives, attract visitors and newcomers, and keep our city high on the list of desirable places to live and do business. But art and culture cannot live in the past. They must grow and evolve to remain relevant and compelling in changing times and to stay strong enough to weather economic cycles. The Cleveland Foundation has always held arts organizations’ needs high among our priorities. Our support ranges from small grants for neighborhood projects to multi-million-dollar investments in the long-term excellence and sustainability of our largest and most globally renowned organizations. Rarely has that sustenance been more timely or crucial than in the last few years. We’re delighted to have been able to continue our support, not just for the arts’ sake, but for every man, woman, and child whose lives are enriched by our community’s vast arts offerings.
Tickets to the Anisfield-Wolf Book Awards ceremony always go fast. But for the 75th anniversary celebration in 2010, they were gone within hours — all 1,000 of them.

That demand is a tribute to the growing national and international prominence of the prize, and to the literary, cultural, and artistic sophistication of its birthplace city, says Henry Louis Gates Jr., the distinguished Harvard scholar and cultural critic.

“This prize is one of the most prestigious in the literary world,” says Gates, the perennial emcee and jury chair. “It’s appropriate that the ceremony has become a big event — one that manages to be both intimate and grand. And Cleveland, itself intimate and grand, is the ideal host.”

Edith Anisfield Wolf, a poet, businesswoman, and social activist, was far ahead of her time when she created the award to recognize literary works that confront racial, ethnic, and cultural perceptions. The year was 1935 — two decades before the advent of America’s civil-rights movement. Her prize has since honored a literary Who’s Who: Langston Hughes, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Toni Morrison, and nearly 200 others.

Edith Anisfield Wolf, who died in 1963, asked the Cleveland Foundation to sustain this tradition. Sharing her passion and shepherding her bequest, we point with pride to the growing distinction of this national book prize and the spotlight it shines on Cleveland for one very special night each September.
SUSTAINING EXCELLENCE

Even before the Great Recession, our city’s leading arts institutions realized that to make enough money, grow audiences, and stay fiscally fit, they were going to have to take risks.

The Cleveland Orchestra, for instance, considered residencies in Miami and Europe. Other institutions aimed to move to new venues, or launch novel audience-building campaigns – costly plans amid growing cuts in arts funding.

So in 2008, the Cleveland Foundation’s board of directors quietly launched Sustaining Excellence, a three-year, invitation-only program of special support for some of the city’s most important arts organizations: Apollo’s Fire, Cleveland Orchestra, Cleveland Play House, Cleveland Public Theatre, Community Partnership for Arts and Culture, Great Lakes Theater Festival, Museum of Contemporary Art, Opera Cleveland, and Playhouse Square.

Now in its final year, Sustaining Excellence has extended a safety net of $6.6 million in grants, ranging from $75,000 to $1.2 million each, to buttress those organizations as they moved to become more self-sustaining. Among the outcomes: Apollo’s Fire’s plans for its first international tour, Cleveland Play House’s historic commitment to relocate downtown, MOCA’s looming move to University Circle, and Cleveland Public Theatre’s successful marketing campaign.

ART BEYOND BORDERS

Historically, most of our city’s traditions in classical music, visual arts, and theater have reflected the Western European roots of most of Cleveland’s artists and audiences.

They’re proud traditions with a proud lineage. Yet as Cleveland strives to become increasingly global and vibrant, our culture has room for more artistic diversity. So our board authorized Creative Fusion, a program that reaches around the globe for new artistic influences to bring to Cleveland. Creative Fusion hosts international artists here for extended stays. The program links them to students and audiences across the region in the hope that a deep engagement will infuse our culture with diverse new influences.

For instance, our first artist in residence, Turkish playwright Ozen Yula, spent 10 weeks mentoring and challenging a group of students from seven Cleveland public high schools as they wrote a play. At the same time, Yula directed Cleveland State University dramatic arts students in a production of his play about political banishment, called “codename: EXILE.”

Creative Fusion also hosted two other artists of Turkish origin – Gypsy dancer Sevi Bayraktar and visual artist Serpil Seygen Schmutz – and South African visual artist Nandipha Mntambo.

GROWING AUDIENCES

The long-term sustainability of our city’s artistic and cultural offerings depends on cultivating enthusiastic audiences, artists, and patrons of the future. So we’re pleased to support such efforts.

For example, we granted $278,000 in mid-2010 to Young Audiences of Northeast Ohio and its in-school arts programs for 256,000 students across Cleveland and its suburbs.

We also give to Joyful Noise, which offers free music lessons to children in targeted Cleveland neighborhoods. Our funds have helped that small but lovely organization double the number of students it serves.

Learn more at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Arts
Grantmaking Highlights
With a Focus on Small Grants

We believe grants of all sizes can make a difference. Each year, we authorize about 3,000 grants to meet community needs. Following are just a few small grants made in 2009 and 2010 in the four primary areas in which we focus:

1 GRANTS THAT IMPROVE ACCESS TO SERVICES AND PROGRAMS FOR VULNERABLE AND UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS

- Aspira Association
  $150,000 for pilot program to increase retention, achievement, and advancement of Latino students in partnership with Esperanza

- Cleveland Foodbank
  $300,000 to help meet growing demand for services during the recession

- Cuyahoga County Public Library
  $198,690 to improve career counseling and technology programs for local residents

- Eleanor B. Rainey Memorial Institute
  $250,000 for its capital campaign for a new facility

- MobileMed 1 Foundation
  $85,000 to pilot Medworks’ free mass health clinics in Greater Cleveland

- S.A.W. Inc.
  $104,975 for H.E.A.R. program for clients needing assistance with both developmental disabilities and hearing impairments

- Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network
  $115,000 for the second year of its citywide manufacturing initiative

- YWCA of Greater Cleveland
  $75,000 for the Nurturing Independence and Aspirations program for young women transitioning out of foster care

2 GRANTS THAT STRENGTHEN NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

- Art House
  $39,000 for strategic financial planning

- Business Volunteers Unlimited
  $75,000 for technical assistance to nonprofits

- Boys and Girls Club of Cleveland
  $185,000 for school-based programs and gang outreach initiative

- Broadway School of Music
  $23,000 for Cleveland Neighborhood Arts’ curriculum and evaluation project, a joint effort among nine place-based arts groups

- Cleveland Institute of Art
  $20,000 for reclaimed furniture initiative

- Cleveland Museum of Art
  $50,000 for collaboration with artists from Burkina Faso, Africa

- Free Medical Clinic of Greater Cleveland
  $46,525 to strengthen patient-advocate program

- ParkWorks
  $250,000 for Land Reutilization Action Plan and Northeast Ohio Food Assessment and Business Plan

3 GRANTS THAT TEST NEW IDEAS AND DIFFERENT PARTNERSHIPS

- Care Alliance
  $100,000 for electronic health records to improve patient care and organizational efficiency

- Children’s Museum of Cleveland
  $44,000 to upgrade IT systems to improve operational efficiencies

- Cleveland Jazz Orchestra
  $24,500 for the 2009-2010 season and its return to downtown and nearby neighborhoods

- Cleveland Restoration Society
  $150,000 for expansion of Heritage Homes and Neighborhoods program

- Golden Age Centers
  $120,000 to strengthen programming for seniors, including home-delivered meal service

- Open Doors Inc.
  $40,000 for strategic growth initiative to ensure quality after-school programming

- Towards Employment
  $160,000 to support organizational improvement, advocacy, and re-entry programming

- Free Medical Clinic of Greater Cleveland
  $46,525 to strengthen patient-advocate program

4 GRANTS THAT SUPPORT POLICY AND ADVOCACY

- Center for Community Solutions
  $100,000 for AIDS Funding Collaborative

- Cleveland State University Foundation
  $20,000 for the Center for Energy Policy and Urban Change

- Heritage Ohio Inc.
  $10,000 for economic impact of Ohio Historic Tax Credit project

- KnowledgeWorks Foundation
  $6,200 for phase four of the Governor’s Institute for Creativity and Innovation in Education

- Ohio State University Research Foundation
  $50,000 to the Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Food Policy Coalition for strengthening the local food economy and increasing access to local, healthy, affordable food

- Policy Bridge
  $50,000 for 2010 initiative related to research, policy briefings, and community forums

- Policy Matters
  $75,000 for the expansion of work around asset building, consumer protection, and Earned Income Tax Credit

A complete list can be found at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Grants
Listening and Learning

Innovation rarely comes out of nowhere. It usually arises from new knowledge, new pressures, or both. At the Cleveland Foundation, we constantly seek valuable new knowledge to help us innovate and better serve our grantees.

For example, we engaged the Center for Effective Philanthropy in 2009 to survey our grantee partners for anonymous feedback on our strengths and weaknesses. The center compiled the agencies’ evaluations into a report card that showed how our grantees graded us and how we fared relative to hundreds of other foundations across the nation. In short, we did quite well.

Grantees rated us highly for our strong, positive impact on the community and, more specifically, on the fields in which they work. In addition to the financial resources we give, they like that we provide them tools for success, share our expertise, and help leverage resources from other funders. We were heartened by their many positive comments.

But we have room to improve. Smaller grantees say they need more time and guidance. Grantees also suggested that we be clearer about our priorities and streamline some procedures. (You can read the entire report at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Report.)

As we continue this important dialogue, we hope to serve the community as effectively as possible. As the people’s foundation, we invite you to suggest ways we can further innovate to serve Greater Cleveland.

Robert E. Eckardt
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
The idea for the Cleveland Foundation sprang from the mind of Frederick Harris Goff, CEO of Cleveland Trust Bank and a mover and shaker in the city who liked to think big.

His innovative spirit led to our founding in 1914, making it possible for Greater Clevelanders of all means to build a lasting legacy.

In 2009, we received more than 1,300 gifts, large and small, totaling $36.3 million. These gifts created family funds, supported special initiatives, or provided broad support for our work.

Although these gifts and funds support many different causes, the overarching intention is the same: improving the quality of life for Greater Clevelanders in Cuyahoga, Lake, and Geauga counties.

We are so deeply appreciative of the tremendous support and generosity of our donors and what they enable the foundation to do for our beloved community.

Caprice H. Bragg
Senior Vice President for Gift Planning and Donor Relations
A listing of our donors can be found at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Gifts
A listing of our donors can be found at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Gifts
Members of the Goff Society have established a charitable fund or made cumulative gifts of $10,000 or more.
Legacy Society

Members of the Legacy Society have planned a future gift to their community through a bequest, trust, pooled income fund, life insurance policy, charitable gift annuity, or charitable remainder trust.
**NEW NAMED FUNDS AND PLANNED GIFTS – 2009**

Anonymous (4)
- Basic Needs for Cleveland Now Fund established by the Cleveland Foundation
- Benjamin A. and Jean A. Bell Fund established by Jean Bell charitable gift annuity
- Champ Family Faculty Excellence Fund established by Jeannette Brewer Pooled Income Fund
- Richard F. Coyne charitable gift annuity #4 established by Richard F. Coyne
- Daga Charitable Fund established by Manohar Daga
- John E. Daxsey charitable gift annuity #3 established by John E. Daxsey
- Harry H. Drysdale Fund established by Harry Drysdale Trust
- David Robin Hawley Memorial Fund established by Frank Hawley Trust
- Edith F. Hirsch charitable gift annuity established by Edith F. Hirsch
- MetroHealth Trauma Services Support Fund established by Cleveland Clinic Foundation
- Minigowin I Fund established by Minigowin Foundation

**NEW DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS – 2009**

Anonymous (2)
- African-American Philanthropy Committee Legacy Fund established by African-American Philanthropy Committee
- Vivian Ruth Barnes-Moore Family Foundation Fund established by C. Linda Cooper
- T. & J. Brown Family Fund established by Tilmont and Jonnie Brown
- Richard J. Fasenmyer Donor-Advised Fund established by Richard J. Fasenmyer Foundation
- Giving Back Gong Fund established by Henry Doll
- Glenwood Fund established by Kevin Johnson and Constance Hill-Johnson
- Herbruck Alder Charitable Fund established by Herbruck Alder
- Andrew Jackson Fund established by Andrew Jackson
- Patricia L. Kalbac Fund established by Patricia L. Kalbac
- Keithley Instruments Fund established by Keithley Foundation
- Minigowin II Fund established by Minigowin Foundation
- Stephen and Felicia Perry Fund established by Stephen and Felicia Perry
- Raskind Family Fund established by Peter and Julie Raskind
- Beatrice Jourdain Richie Fund established by Winston Richie and Beth Richie
- L.A. Silver Fund established by Linda Abraham-Silver
- Storey Family Fund established by Robert and Juanita Storey
- Whiteman Fund established by James and Cynthia Whitman

**NEW SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS – 2009**

Ohio Laborers Future Leaders of America Fund established by James and Cynthia Meketa
- Perlman Family Foundation Scholarship Fund established by Gregory Perlman
- Terry M. Specht Service Professional Memorial Scholarship Fund established by Tracie M. Specht

**NEW ORGANIZATIONAL ENDOWMENT FUNDS – 2009**

Adoption Network Cleveland Endowment Fund established by Adoption Network Cleveland
- Alpha Omega Foundation Endowment Fund established by Alpha Omega Foundation
- Big Ideas Endowment Fund established by Reaching Heights/Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public School Foundation
- Blind and Visually Impaired Services Accreditation Fund established by National Accreditation Council
- College Club of Cleveland Foundation Fund established by College Club of Cleveland Foundation
- Geauga 211 Direct Services Fund established by United Way Services of Geauga County
- Phillips Wheatley Association’s Emeritus House Preservation Endowment Fund established by Phillips Wheatley Association of Cleveland
- Polish-American Cultural Center Fund established by Polish-American Cultural Center
- Western Reserve Historical Society Endowment Fund established by Western Reserve Historical Society
- Westlake Porter Public Library Endowment Fund established by Westlake Porter Library Foundation

**SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMITTEE-ADVISED FUNDS**

City of Cleveland’s Cable Television Minority Arts and Education Fund
- Directors: Kathy Allen, Robert E. Eckardt, Michael J. Hoffmann, Steven A. Minter, Mia L. Moore, Yvonne Pointer, Terrell Pruitt, Martin J. Sweeney, Hillary S. Taylor, Esq.

Alton F. and Carrie S. Davis Fund
- Directors: Marjorie M. Carlson, Mary Jane Davis Hartwell, Samuel Hartwell, Adrienne L. Jones, Ph.D., Harvey G. Oppmann

Fenn Educational Fund Advisory Committee
- Directors: Timothy Birmus, Jo Ann Charleston, M. Judith Crocker, Duane Crockran, Ronald V. Johnson Jr., Ramona Lowery, David Mikita, Craig Peer, Carol Rivchun, Steven Sims, Karen Thompson, John Zitzner

Higley Fund
- Directors: James M. Delaney, Bruce G. Higley, Michael J. Hoffmann, Janet E. Neary, Sharon Higley Watts

Medical Mutual of Ohio Charitable Foundation
- Directors: Ruth Anna Carlson, Inago Davis Chappell, Esq., Sharan Sobol Jordan, John T. McBride, M.D., Susan M. Tyler

Sherwick Fund
- Directors: Stephanie McHenry, Randell McShephard, Christopher Ronayne, Heather Sherwin, John Sherwin Jr.

Billie Howland Steffee Family Fund
- Directors: Susan W. Cargile, Susan Lajoie Eagan, Ph.D., Steven A. Minter, Jon H. Outcalt, Billie Howland Steffee

Sullivan Scholars Foundation

Thatcher Fund
- Directors: Lisa Manning, Randy M. Thatcher

Time Warner Cable/Cleveland City Council Neighborhood Technology Fund Advisory Committee
- Directors: Tish Biggs, Ph.D., Bill Jasso, Steven A. Minter, Terrell Pruitt, Martin J. Sweeney, Jay Westbrook

Treu-Mart Fund
- A supporting organization of both the Cleveland Foundation and the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland
- Directors: Henry L. Goodman, Mary Louise Hohn, Susan Hollingsworth, Steven A. Minter, Amy M. Morgenstern, Albert B. Ratner, Arthur W. Treuhaft
2009 and 2010 began the road to recovery after the dramatic downturn in the economy and the financial markets in late 2007 and into 2008.

The S&P 500 index was up 26.47 percent in 2009, while the Barclay’s Aggregate index of fixed income generated a return of 5.93 percent. The markets recouped some of the losses endured between October 2007 and the end of 2008, when the S&P 500 fell by 41.7 percent.

Like the broader markets, the Cleveland Foundation’s investment portfolio regained some, but not all, of its lost value. During 2009, the foundation’s composite return was 21.95 percent. That outperformed the 18.36 percent median composite return among institutional investors. It also outpaced a blended portfolio of 70 percent equities and 30 percent fixed income, which would have returned 20.31 percent.

Our assets increased in 2009 from $1.6 billion to $1.8 billion, primarily as a result of investment earnings of $275.4 million and contributions of $36.3 million, offset by $95.7 million of grants and expenses. Despite the economic decline, the board authorized grants of $79 million in 2009. We also continue to focus on minimizing our administrative expenses, which totaled 0.7 percent of average assets for the year.

2010, AS OF SEPT. 30
Financial markets remained quite volatile during the first three quarters of 2010: a first-quarter rally, a second-quarter downturn, and another surge in the third quarter. Overall, through Sept. 30, the S&P 500 index rose 3.89 percent, and the Barclay’s Aggregate index was up 7.95 percent.

The Cleveland Foundation’s investment portfolio performed very well during this period of volatility. For the first three quarters, the foundation’s composite return was 6.2 percent, about even with the median institutional-investment composite return of 6.14 percent. Our assets at Sept. 30 remained at $1.8 billion, as grants and expenses offset year-to-date investment earnings and contributions.

We continue to diversify our portfolio under the oversight of our Investment Committee. We believe a well-diversified portfolio, managed by quality asset managers and trust banks, is the best way to navigate through continuing market turbulence.

In closing, I’d like to recognize J.T. Mullen, who retired as chief financial officer of the Cleveland Foundation in 2010 after 23 years of service. I am very proud to have joined the foundation team as CFO, and am happy to be back in my hometown after living away for more than 30 years. I am committed to continuing the strong financial performance and strong internal controls that you have come to expect from the Cleveland Foundation.

Kate A. Asbeck
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

---

**Financial Summary**

**Asset Allocation**

- **30%** Large Cap
- **3%** Mid Cap
- **6%** Small Cap
- **14%** International
- **16%** Fixed Income
- **28%** Alternatives
- **2%** Cash
- **1%** Other

**Total Assets 2001-2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Billions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 *</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* As of Sept. 30, 2010, unaudited
Choosing the investment option for philanthropic funds for growth is just as important as the decision to entrust the Cleveland Foundation with overseeing and distributing those funds. The foundation provides donors with a variety of investment options and strategies to choose from for the fund they establish, allowing them to select the one that will help them meet their philanthropic objectives.

**Banks**
- BNY Mellon Private Trust Co. 30195 Chagrin Blvd. Suite 350W Cleveland, Ohio 44124
- FirstMerit Bank 101 W. Prospect Ave. Suite 350 Cleveland, Ohio 44124
- JP Morgan Chase Bank 1300 E. Ninth St. Suite 1300 Cleveland, Ohio 44114
- Key Bank 127 Public Square 16th Floor Cleveland, Ohio 44114
- Northern Trust Bank 127 Public Square Suite 5150 Cleveland, Ohio 44114
- PNC Bank 1900 E. Ninth St. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

**Investment Management Firms**
- Carnegie Capital Management Co. 1220 Euclid Ave. Suite 1100 Cleveland, Ohio 44115
- Fairport Asset Management 3636 Euclid Ave. Suite 3000 Cleveland, Ohio 44115
- Glenmede Trust Co. One Corporate Exchange 25825 Science Park Dr. Suite 110 Beachwood, Ohio 44122
- Gries Financial 1801 E. Ninth St. Suite 1600 Cleveland, Ohio 44114
- Karpus Investment Management 183 Sully’s Trail Pittsford, N.Y. 14534
- Union Heritage 211 W. Fort St. Suite 615 Detroit, Mich. 48226

**Indexed Mutual Funds**
- TCF Pool

**AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2010**

**PARTICIPATION**
Board of Directors

Brief biographies of the Cleveland Foundation Board of Directors can be found at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Board

David Goldberg, Chairman
PRINCIPAL, EDGERTON INVESTMENTS
Appointed 2002 by the board of directors

Frank C. Sullivan, Vice Chairman
CHAIRMAN AND CEO, RPM INTERNATIONAL
Appointed 2004 by the Bank Trustees Committee

Charles P. Bolton
PARTNER AND CHAIRMAN, BRITANNY STAMPING
Appointed 2004 by the chief judge, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Ohio

Tana N. Carney
CIVIC VOLUNTEER
Appointed 2001 by the presiding judge, Cuyahoga County Probate Court

Inajo Davis Chappell
PARTNER, ULMER & BERNE
Appointed 2010 by the board of directors

Paul J. Dolan
PRESIDENT, CLEVELAND INDIANS
Appointed 2008 by the Bank Trustees Committee

Joseph P. Keithley
FORMER CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS
Appointed 2002 by the board of directors

Frederick R. Nance
REGIONAL MANAGING PARTNER, SQUIRE, SANDERS & DEMPSEY
Appointed 2005 by the Bank Trustees Committee

Sandra Pianalto
PRESIDENT AND CEO, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CLEVELAND
Appointed 2004 by the board of directors

Maria Jose Pujana, M.D.
CLINICAL NEUROLOGIST AND NEURO-PHYSIOLOGIST; ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR, CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Appointed 2002 by the Bank Trustees Committee

James A. Ratner
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, FOREST CITY ENTERPRISES
Appointed 2006 by the administrative judge, 8th Ohio District Court of Appeals

Alayne L. Reitman
CIVIC VOLUNTEER
Appointed 2002 by the board of directors

The Rev. Dr. Stephen Rowan
SENIOR PASTOR, BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Appointed 2009 by the Bank Trustees Committee

The Rev. Hilton O. Smith
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, TURNER CONSTRUCTION
Appointed 2006 by the mayor of Cleveland

Ratanjit S. Sondhe
FOUNDER AND CEO, DISCOVERHELP
Appointed 2008 by the Center for Community Solutions
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